The governance structure of the **Environmental Impact and Sustainability** program extends from the executive Steering Committee to Green Teams at each site of care in order to create a continuum of engagement for Ascension associates.

Multidisciplinary Green Teams integrated into Environment of Care committees extend the initiative’s reach in order to optimize efficiency and sustainability.

**Environmental Impact and Sustainability Steering Committee**
Guides overall strategic direction and provides visible support

**Environmental Impact Office**

**Sustainability Team**
Coordinates sustainability transformation across organization

**Working Groups**
Cross functional working groups with executive sponsors and subject matter experts that identify initiatives and drive implementation

- **Net Zero Places**
  - Energy efficiency
  - Renewable energy
  - Mobility

- **Responsible Supply Chain**
  - Sourcing
  - Waste

- **Healthy Communities**
  - Partnerships
  - Community engagement
  - Public policy

**Horizontals**
Data management
Communications
Change management & governance

**Market and Hospital Green Teams**
Customize implementation to be relevant and impactful to each market